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Nowadays, the world has entered into a period of the post-industrial society, and 
people’s concept about consumption has taken a great change,towards pursuing 
individuality and emotion. The emergence of "I-mart" precisely meets the people's 
mentality. 
"I-mart" is an activity that is a part of our daily life. It forms the traditional 
market to show the charm of creative design.《City Pictorial》has already held a 
number of creative markets in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, Xiamen and other cities. 
It has mustered the high enthusiasm among the people. 
The participants are almost personal and small groups, which are interested in 
creative design. Most of them are designers and students. Through their wonderful 
ideas, they boldly break the method of the traditional design, and demonstrate the 
unique personality of creative products."The differece "which is full of "I-mart" has 
become the creative spark of passion, and "I-mart" has become an platform which 
makes designers show themselves and exchange. "I-mart" has provided fresh blood 
for the development of design in China.  
"I-mart" has been developing in China for only a few years. As the participants 
in the market are mostly individuals or small groups, the production of creactive 
products are limited, and many parts need to be consummated. These problems are in 
urgent need of an effective solution. Each designer should face this problem that how 
do we create a creative brand with personality, and continually develop in “i-mart”. 
"I-mart" should make a long-term plan for development. 
Through my personal experience, I will take the creation and development of 
personal creative brand DG PIE as an example, and discuss that how to create and 
develop a creative brand. 
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含着“I'm art.”——我是艺术家的意思。当作者通过和其中 16 位艺术家、设
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如 2006 年 11 月在广州举办的
“i-mart 创意市集”就依托广州国 
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